




redefining inspiration



V01 

Milky Way
Marble evokes memories of ancient greatness and Milky Way 

continues that tradition with its bold lines and muted tones.





V02 

Crystal
Crystal plays with texture and depth perception, creating a 
tranquil retreat from the hectic pulse of the world outside.





V03 

Barcelona
A fluid texture that creates the feeling of having the 

whole ocean in one room, Barcelona is more than a splash of life 
- it’s a cannonball.





V04 

Origami
A reflection of the shapes that make up the delicate Japanese 

artform, Origami is a playful and bold juxtaposition 
of contrasting materials.





V05 

Etrusco
From the core of the Earth comes Etrusco, a modern imagining 

of the sedimentary rock that was forged to create today’s world.





V06 

Botanic Garden
Inspired by beautifully potted plants and curated

greenhouses, the Botanic Garden delivers freshness 
and positivity to any setting.





V07 

Metal Wood
Deep, saturated coloration amplifies the bold, 

linear pattern of Metal Wood.





V08 

Gardener’s Bliss
Instant feng shui is delivered via Gardener’s Bliss, a  

colorful roadmap directs onlookers towards deeper meaning.          





V09 

Atacama
Golden ferocity shines through on Atacama, 

a pattern blending bold brushstrokes and muted lines. 





V10 

Fern
Inspired by urban gardens, Fern brings a natural 

calming effect to any decor.





V11 

Golden Veins
Subtle texturing adds depth and enhances the mix 

of light and dark colors of Golden Veins.





V12 

Greece
Expressionism is omnipresent in Greece, a modern 

revisiting of the classic art genre.





V13 

Rust
Serious and well-seasoned, Rust takes the negativity 
associated with weathering and turns it on its head.





V14 

Stained Glass
Great halls and classic buildings are top of mind when it  
comes to Stained Glass, a glance into endless opportunity.





V15 

Toolbox
Utilitarian in form and feel, Toolbox assembles different  

shapes and sizes to form a material aesthetic.





V16 

Lima
Hexagonal shapes converge and play off one another in Lima, 

a continental statement piece.





V17 

Harlekin
Geometry in abundance, Harlekin uses vibrant  

and fresh colors to tell a story.





V18 

Miraflores
Blending traditional Victorian style with modern hues, 

Miraflores is equal parts elegant and timeless.





V19 

Cristallo Mix
One of our boldest designs, Cristallo Mix delivers 

a portal to realms outside of our own. 





V20 

Urban Art
Capture the rhythm of the metropolis with Urban Art, 

a cosmopolitan expression of creativity.





Note: Colours may vary slightly from the original product.
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